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Which neighbourhood do you feel you most closely belong to?
We produced map references by geocoding the addresses (via the Google mapping API) and also
derived the Ward for each address by looking up each postcode in the Ordnance Survey Code Point
dataset. From this we then put symbols on a map – different colours for each neighbourhood and
shapes for the ward:
Honor Oak, yellow; Honor Oak Park, green; Forest Hill, blue; Crofton Park, red; Undecided, black;
Peckham Rye, no responses.
Forest Hill Ward, circle; Crofton Park Ward, triangle; Other Wards, square

A clear interpretation from this is that many who see themselves as Honor Oak or Honor Oak Park
residents do not live in the Crofton Park Ward. Further, there are a significant number of people
who do not see themselves as part of a notional “Crofton Park and Honor Oak Park” neighbourhood.
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Which is the most prominent landmark in your neighbourhood?
Many aspects make up a community and cultural and geographic landmarks can be very significant.
One of the key aspects of the proposed Neighbourhood Area is the way in which local Honor Oak
features such as the Shopping Parade are no longer within the same area as One Tree Hill, for
instance. This concern is borne out though the comments received (Appendices 3 & 4). So, when
collating this, we filtered on only those respondents who including Honor Oak or Honor Oak Park as
at least one of their neighbourhoods.
So many responders named a combination of One Tree Hill, St Augustine’s and the Oak of Honor
that we have counted these collectively. This focuses on the geographic nature of the replies and
aids clarity:

Total
Blythe Hill
Brockley Jack
Honor Oak Park StaWon
HOP Parade
Horniman
Not answered
One Tree Hill/St
AugusWnes/Oak of Honor
Other
Rec
Rivoli
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Row Labels
Blythe Hill
Brockley Jack
Honor Oak Park Station
HOP Parade
Horniman
Not answered
One Tree Hill/St Augustines/Oak of Honor
Other
Rec
Rivoli
Undecided
Grand Total

Count of
Landmark
4
4
10
6
6
6
65
11
1
2
9
124
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Do you agree that the proposed neighbourhood forum boundary (map)
fully represents Honor Oak Park as a neighbourhood?

Total

No
No comment
Yes

Row Labels
No
No comment
Yes
Grand Total

Count of Do you agree with area
97
7
22
126
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Sense of Community
Finally, and happily, there is a strong sense of community in the area!
Neighbourhood

(All)

Row Labels
Extremely strong
Quite strong
Moderately strong
Slightly strong
Not at all strong
Grand Total

Count of Sense of Community
35
65
19
3
2
124
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Appendix 1 – Surveymonkey questions
Web address: https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/CBMY5KS

Where do you live??

1. Which neighbourhood do you feel you most closely belong to?
1
Honor Oak Park

*Which neighbourhood do you feel you most closely belong to? Honor
Oak Park 1

Honor Oak
Crofton Park
Forest Hill

Honor Oak 1
Crofton Park 1
Forest Hill 1

East Dulwich

East Dulwich 1

Peckham Rye

Peckham Rye 1

2. Please tell us your address? (Please state your full address
including postcode)

Please tell us your address? (Please state your full address including
postcode)
3. About how long have you lived in this neighborhood?
About how long have
you lived in this
neighborhood? Years
Months
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4. How proud are you to live in this neighborhood?
How proud are you to live in this neighborhood? Extremely proud
Quite proud
Moderately proud
Slightly proud
Not at all proud

5. How strong is the sense of community in this neighborhood?
How strong is the sense of community in this neighborhood? Extremely strong
Quite strong
Moderately strong
Slightly strong
Not at all strong

6. What makes you feel proud about living in your neighbourhood?

What makes you feel proud about living in your neighbourhood?
7. Which is the most prominent landmark in your neighbourhood?

Which is the most prominent landmark in your neighbourhood?
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8. Do you agree that the proposed neighbourhood forum boundary
(map) fully represents Honor Oak Park as aneighbourhood?
Do you agree that the proposed
neighbourhood forum boundary (map) fully
represents Honor Oak Park as
aneighbourhood? Yes

No

9. Do you have any comments and concerns with regard to your
neighbourhood or indeed the proposed neighbourhood forum
boundary?

Do you have any comments and concerns with regard to your
neighbourhood or indeed the proposed neighbourhood forum boundary?
Done
Powered by SurveyMonkey
Check out our sample surveys and create your own now!
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Appendix 2 – Crofton Park Ward area
Source: http://www.lewisham.gov.uk/getinvolved/localassemblies/Crofton-ParkAssembly/Documents/BartsWardCroftonFacilities2008.jpg
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Appendix 3 - What Makes You Feel Proud About Living in The Honor Oak
Park Neighbourhood? (Sample of comments)

“I was born, bred and live here and
seen the area change over 56 years. I
feel an innate sense of connection with
it and the people who live here.”

“It is a beautiful, quiet, friendly
neighbourhood. The lovely Honor Oak
Park shopping area has been regenerated
even in the short while I have lived here
with a real community feel.“

“So much going on that anyone can
attend-great community spirit - lots
of businesses engage with the
community.”

“Sense of ambition. Ability to achieve
things collectively. Good communication
with neighbours. Nice places to eat.”

“It’s a friendly community with
great shops, fab train line and
lovely outdoor spaces such as
Devonshire road nature reserve,
one Tree hill and the rec.”

“Sense of community diversity - friendliness it truly feels like a
village.”

“People are interested in what is going on
and the impact on the local area. There is
a real sense of community unlike other
areas in London.”

“Nice, clean, friendly vibe
when you come out of the
train station. Also, great
green space and views at one
tree hill and Blythe hill.”
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Appendix 4 - Do you have any comments and concerns with regard to your
neighbourhood or indeed the proposed neighbourhood forum boundary?

(Sample of concerns)
“Honor Oak is named after the Oak
of Honor on One Tree Hill. It is
ridiculous that the entire hill and
surrounding residents are not
included in the neighbourhood
forum boundary”

“Having been born and brought up here it
is offensive to say I don't live in Honor Oak
Park. The Oak of Honor on One Tree Hill is
outside of your new boundary, which is an
abuse of history. I'm unclear why you are
drawing this arbitrary boundary - look to
history”

“It's a joke. Why split us down
the middle? We have our own
little high street and a strong
sense of community. It's a
pointless waste of time by
councillors”

“Our interests are caught between two
different wards, and both of which have
very little connection with the actual
neighbourhood!”

“Honor Oak Park is already split
between 2 London boroughs,
splitting it into 3 wouldn't help to
represent the entire
neighbourhood”

“The forum should be an
opportunity to enhance the
community and mitigate the
damaging political divides that
split it”

“Any neighbourhood plan should include All
of Honor Oak Park (street) and other roads
on the other side of the tracks. People here
strongly feel part of Honor Oak Park too!!
One Tree Hill, The Rec and St Augustine’s
should be included too!”

“You have to put a boundary
somewhere, but ward
boundaries are drawn up to
equalise electorates, not to
define communities!”
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